
Datasheet

Built on a true iPaaS  
platform - integrator.io
Avoid the buildout from scratch.  
A pre-baked integration with robust field 
mapping capabilities and highly configurable 
settings makes for a speedy installation.

Self-Management 
With optimal user experience in mind, the 
integration is built for your success. Easily 
navigate your way through a user-friendly 
dashboard to monitor and manage your 
integration.

Eliminate manual effort when it comes to data 
synchronization. Instead, use our prebuilt but highly 
configurable integration app that is Oracle NetSuite 
SDN (SuiteCloud Developer Network) certified.

Integration App Highlights
Connect two endpoints via stand-alone SaaS products - 
Integration Apps. Enable a hands-on and front seat view of 
the connection between two endpoints to better manage your 
integration and scale alongside your business as it grows.

Find your fit
Whether it’s a matter of tweaking the  
pre-built flows or creating additional flows, the 
integration is customizable to better fit your 
processing needs. 

Automatically sync data between 
Stripe and NetSuite
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Advanced Integration Capabilities

Use Case - Data originates in your Mobile/
Web application that is connected to Stripe 
(or it originates and/or uploaded directly into 
Stripe) and need to get imported into NetSuite 
for further processing and financial/accounting 
reporting purposes. 

Additional Notes:

The out-of-the-box functionality can be accompanied by further customization(s) to support your individual use-cases. Such customization(s) can 
be scoped, priced, and implemented either in the integration layer or in NetSuite or both.

Use Case - Data originates in your NetSuite 
instance and need to get exported from 
NetSuite and imported into Stripe. As part of 
this use case, Stripe payment links can be 
placed on NetSuite invoices. When a NetSuite 
invoice is synced to Stripe, Stripe generates 
a payment link that is stored on the invoice 
record in NetSuite and can be sent/emailed to 
invoice recipient(s). Recipients can click the 
payment link and process a credit card or ACH 
(direct debit) payment.

The integration supports many use-cases and can be configured to work with your NetSuite setup.

Prebuilt Flows

NetSuite Customer to Stripe Customer Add/Update

Stripe Customer to NetSuite Customer Add/Update

NetSuite Invoice to Stripe Invoice Add

Stripe Charge to NetSuite Invoice Add

Stripe Invoice to NetSuite Invoice Add

Stripe Invoice to NetSuite Invoice Add (Real Time)

NetSuite Invoice Status to Stripe Invoice Status Update

Stripe Invoice Status (Paid) to NetSuite Customer Payment Add

Add/Update Open NetSuite Invoices with Details from Stripe Invoices

Stripe Payment to NetSuite Customer Payment Add

NetSuite Void Invoice to Stripe Void Invoice Update

Stripe Refund to NetSuite Credit Memo Add and Customer Refund Add
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